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, 2 I LE/ETHER STRIP , Antius , 

[ 3 I GRAVITY KILLS | Guilty (RoU Mosimann Remix) 

I 4 I YOUNG GODS [ Longue Route 

I 5 I MINISTRY I Burning Inside 

I 6 I CHROME I Firebomb | 

I 7 I MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT , Sex On Wheelz , 

I 8 I NITZER EBB | Join In The Chant | 

14 I iwumpscut; [ Die In Winter 

I 1 I KMFDM I Naive | 

I 10 I THROBBING GRISTLE , United , 

I 9 I SEVERED HEADS | Dead Eyes Opened (Australian Remix) 

I 11 I APOPTYGMA BERZERK | Paranoia | 

I 12 I CONTROLLED BLEEDING , Fodder Song 

, 15 I EINSTURZENDE NEUBATEN , Vanadium-LChing , 

I 13 I CABARET VOLTAIRE | Landslide | 

16 I ATTRITION | Acid Tongue 
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''Theres an irony in the word 'industriaV because there's the I 
music industry. And then there's the joke we ojien used to make j 
in interviews about churning out records like motorcars — that ! 
sense of industrial. Up until then the music had been,,, based on | 
the blues and slavery, and we thought it was time to update it to | 
at least Victorian times — the Industrial Revolution," ■ 

- Genesis P-Orridge (1983) j 

While Genesis P-Orridge probably never intended for the idea of “industrial | 

music for industrial people” (a phrase coined by performance art terrorist, f 

Monte Cazazza) to provide the foundation for one of the post-punk eras 

most enduring subcultures, the label stuck. Genesis and company formed j 

Throbbing Gristle in 1975. Since then, the genre has mutated wildly, to the | 

point where it s unrecognizable from those early experiments with noise, j 

found objects, and tweaked tape loops. An amalgamation of progressive f 

electronics, structured chaos, and the psychedelic kraut rock, bands like 

T.G. and Cabaret Voltaire seemed, at first, to be punk rocks next-of-kin. 

Despite a similar ideology, the grating soundscape of industrial culture 

proved too difficult for even the safety-pinned ear of punk. 

A completely underground phenomenon, the industrial sound and ideology 

influenced a number of artists. In the latter half of the 1970 s, a new legion 

of artists appeared. Chrome, Einstiirzende Neubauten and Controlled 

Bleeding are just a few of the projects involved with this early wave of 

industrial music. While the use of noise, percussion, and found instruments 

remained, these artists differed vastly from their predecessors. The new 

generation tweaked with the angst-ridden energy and socio-political views 

of their industrial forebearers, oftentimes allowing actual songs to emerge 

from the sonic anarchy. Tracks from Chrome and Controlled Bleeding 

exemplify the variety of early industrial sounds. Despite the fact that the 

two bands were created during the same time period, their sounds differ as 

much as the U.S. coasts they represent. Both influenced a number of bands, 

attesting to the originality of the infant genre. 

In the 80s, many industrial acts began to focus on the harder side of 

electronics, incorporating vocal chants and, later, using the occasional 

dialogue sample. Such bands as the Young Gods perfected the controlled 

sound of head-splitting industrial, while Nitzer Ebb gave synth-pop a 

much needed adrenaline shot. Australias Severed Heads stormed across 

the dancefloors of Europe and North America, proving the far-reaching 

influence of this new sound. Meanwhile, My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult 



and KMFDM helped establish a voice for Chicago-based Wax Trax Records. 

With throbbing beats and anthemic chants, these two acts became 

synonymous with the dancefloor. While MLTKK s overtly sexual presence 

has earned them a rampant following, KMFDM s consistent tour schedule 

and flamboyant performances has®made the duo of Sascha Konietzko and 

En Esch one of industrial s top-five sellers. However, its Ministry that reigns 

as Wax Trax 's most famous alum. After entering the music world as a synth- 

pop outfit, A1 Jourgensen and company released the groundbreaking album 

Twitch in 1986, subsequently influencing countless musicians to run out and 

purchase electronic gear. Even the bands seemingly incongruous infusion of 

blazing metal guitars the following year brought adoration from fans and 

press. Ministry s lingering influence is well demonstrated upon Rammstein 

and the current onslaught of metal-hybrid acts. 

With the introduction of EBM (electronic body music) from Europe in the 

early 1990 s, much industrial has turned toward percussive, beat-oriented, 

electronic dance music topped by bleak, manipulated vocals. Although Claus 

Larsens Leaether Strip originally adhered to the EBM guidebook, the Danish 

musician has proven to be quite versatile. The dance-oriented Leaether Strip 

teams energetic vocals with the requisite percussive beat. Larsens side project 

Klute goes far into the red like an electronic nightmare. Along the lines 

of Klute is the work of Rudy Ratzinger s one man show, :wumpscut:. 

Combining violent imagery with dark, melodic electronics, :wumpscut: 

has built a solid cult following in the United States. The UKs Attrition 

embodies industrials many offshoots. Juxtaposing angelic female vocals 

with those oTa sinister male. Attrition combines the outwardly arty feel of 

contemporary gothic music with an electronic groove. Scandinavias never 

ending love of synth-pop manifests in the sound of Apoptygma Berzerk. 

With shows that draw goths, ravers (“Gravers” in Los Angeles), and rivetheads, 

Apop defines the term crossover. Speaking of crossover. Gravity Kills’ 

industrial-influenced rock hit ‘Guilty’ appears on this compilation in the 

form of a remix by former Swans member Roli Mosimann, demonstrating 

industrial’s subversive presence on contemporary pop. 

As a musician, I have toured and worked with many of the artists on this 

compilation. Through my years in goth bands such as Fahrenheit 451 to my 

introduction to industrial music vi4 my tenure with Executive Slacks to my 

current gig with Spahn Ranch, I have watched this genre twist and turn. As 

part of the staff at an independent label, I am still amazed by the longevity 

of it all. I have witnessed countless shows where I truly got the feeling that 

there was magic in the air. Lately, I haye watched the unification of the goth 

and industrial scenes on many levels. Since they both deal in the dark side of 



things, it is one of the most logical musical marriages. Industrial remains an 

underground force that refuses to die, enjoying support from clubs and 

college radio, and via magazines such as Interface and Outburn. Even with 

the mainstream success of NIN, Ministry and KMFDM, industrial music 

rarely gains commercial acceptance, despite its obvious influence on the 

contemporary metal and dance scenes. Some will wonder why certain bands 

are not represented herein. This compilation is by no means an all-out 

comprehensive collection, no collection can ever truly be that. However, it 

does serve as an excellent overview to the history of iindustrial music and 

the paths it has taken in its lengthy existence. 

Athan Maroulis 

Los Angeles, CA 

A. Maroulis 

P.O. Box 46662 

LA, CA 90046 

Compiled by Patrick Whalen Art Direction/Design by Keith Morioka 
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\\ Naive (5:23) 

(oM/Esch/Konietzko)... KMFDM Enterprises US (BMI) © 1994 Wax Trax! Records, Inc. Courtesy of TVT Records 

2] Antius (4:47) - LMTHER STRIP 
(Larsen)... ICM/Honseofic © 1993 Cleopotro Records Courtesy of Cleopotro Records 

3] Guilty (Roli Mosimann Remix) (6:17) - GRAVITY KILLS 
(Dudenhoeffer/Firley/Kerns/Scheel)... TVT Music, Inc. (ASCAP) © 1996 TVT Records Courtesy of TVT Records 

4] Longue Route (3:41) - YOUNG GODS 
(Young Gods)... Pos Mol Publishing (ASCAP) © 1989 Interscope Records Courtesy of Universal Music Special Markets 

5] Burning Inside (5:16) - MINISTRY 
(Barker/Connelly/Jourgensen/Rieflin)... Spurburn Music/Warner-Tamerlone Publishing Co. (BMI) © 1989 Sire Records Company Produced Under License From Warner Bros. Records Inc. 

6] Firebomb (2:37) - CHROME 
(Chrome)... Copyright Control © 1996 Cleopatra Records Courtesy of Cleopatra Records 

7] Sex On Wheek (5:00) - MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT 
(Buzz McCoy/Groovie Mann)... EMI Virgin Songs lnc./Pill Krazed Music Limited (BMI) © 1992 Mindway Corporation Courtesy of Rykodisc 

8] Join In The Chant (6:01) - NITZER EBB 
(Goodoy/Granger/Harris/McCarthy/Piper)... Songs of Windswept Pacific (BMDAerrace Entertainment Corp. (ASCAP) © 1987 Geffen Records Courtesy of Universal Music Special Markets 

9] Dead Eyes Opened (Australian Remix) (3:50) - SEVERED HEADS 
(Ellard)... EMI Virgin Sangs Inc. (BMI) © 1994 Severed Heads Courtesy of and produced by Rober Rack for dB Productions 

10] United (4:04) - THROBBING GRISTLE 
(Carter/Christopherson/P-OrridgeAutti)... Southern Music (ASCAP) © 1990 Mute Records Courtesy of Mute Records From the album 'D.O.A. The Third and Final Report of Throbbing Gristle' 

11] Paranoia (6:27) - AVOVTYGMA BERZERK 
(Groth)... Dead Man Maving 2000 © 2000 Metropolis Records Courtesy of Metropolis Records 

12] Fodder Song (4:51) - CONTROLLED BLEEDING 
(Controlled Bleeding)... Copyright Control © 1999 Cleopatra Records Courtesy of Cleopatra Recards 

13] Landslide (2:08) - CABARET VOLTAIRE 
(Kirk/MallinderAVatsor)... Copyright Control © 1990 Mute Records Courtesy of Mute Records From the album 'Red Mecca' 

14] Die In Winter (4:06) - :wumpscut: 
(Ratzinger)... Beton Kopf Media © 1997 Metropolis Courtesy of Metropolis Records 

15] Vanadium-I-Ching (4:55) - EINSTURZENDE NEUBATEN 
(BargeldAhung)... Friebank © 1991 Mute Records Courtesy of Mute Records From the album 'Strategies Against Architecture H' 

16] Acid Tongue (4:20) - ATTRITION 
(Bowes).... Seireenien Music (BMI) © 1996 Projekt Records Attrition appears courtesy of Projekt Records 
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